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I am the Grandson of William (Billy) Cornelius MacDonald, my mother 
being Catherine Eileen MacDonald, youngest daughter of William C. and  
Catherine Sarah McDonald. For ease of understanding by those in the 
future, William C. lost his first wife in 1915 and remarried Mary 
Margaret McDonald in 1918. 

Stories my mother would tell me of her growing up around Auld’s Cove 
were thoughts that felt comfortable and have stayed with me over time. 
A number of years back, I decided to place the names of family members 
onto paper which led to the excitement of opening doors into the past to 
many interesting stories about the family as revealed thru deeds, wills & 
bits of genealogy here & there.  

I’ve discovered many personal stories along the way that I’m happy to 
share but at the same time, I wasn’t looking for doom or gloom – I’m able  
to share because events like deaths & shipwrecks got recorded.  

The quest for the next ancestor has the excitement of cold case detective 
work when done properly, but for me the insight into their lives feels 
very rewarding. Sensing how they may have felt leaving their native 
Scotland or how they felt when tragedies struck, puts emotion into 
knowing your family. They were living people with families, just like 
ours. These emotions stir sentiments and a desire to discover more 
ancestors over time.  

My research often goes laterally into the families of spouses, so there 
may be details in my research that get missed in this recording, focused 
somewhat around William C’s lineage. Over time, additional chapters 
will share information on the lineage of those folks but in the meantime, 
I encourage anyone to ask me questions.  

I should share some general comments for the benefit of anyone wanting 
to do research. 
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MacDonald & McDonaldMacDonald & McDonaldMacDonald & McDonaldMacDonald & McDonald – On numerous occasions, I’ve seen the same 
person’s name spelled both ways – it’s a function of how it was written 
down over the years. So a MacDonald can be a McDonald . Same for 
O’Brien & its many derivations. 

Expect to see various vital dates on Census / Church records. For a host 
of reasons, people would state their ages as they preferred or thought to 
be accurate, so it’s not unusual to have a lady or gentleman suggesting 
they were 10 years younger than they actually were. Or times when 
those recording scribes simply mixed up a familiar name on a record. 

Sometimes, family information passed down blends generations when 
names are similar. You have to sort thru that to get generations in 
order. 

The Scots had a Traditional Naming Pattern that was predictable until 
about 1875. To a degree, this helps in predicting the name of an ancestor 
– a guideline but requires that you look at the possibilities from both 
family sides.  

A lot of Scottish ancestry is recorded only orally – a challenge for a 
researcher when looking for common folks.  

The Church was paramount in a Scot’s life. When not destroyed by fire 
or disasters, church records are valuable sources of information.  

Secondary sources like today’s Ancestry.comAncestry.comAncestry.comAncestry.com can help but often have 
lineage postings not supported by documentation & can become 
misleading in accuracy. 

Discovering Ancestors is an evolving process. Along the way you look 
for supporting documentation for the details of each generation to 
enable you to tell the family story. But you must always have an 
alertness for new details that can add or enable you to make 
adjustments to the generational information.  
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